The One delivering labs to new heights
For forty years, Sunquest’s primary focus and goal has always been to innovate laboratories. We help
healthcare organizations such as yours transform both its systems and culture to more effectively navigate
complexities in growth, bring on new competencies or services, and unify your processes and data, inside
and outside the laboratory walls – constantly working to promote better decision-making and ensure the
best patient outcomes. How many companies have both the expertise and the technology to elevate your
lab within your entire enterprise?

Wide-ranging technical & cross-discipline expertise
ADVANCED CONNECTIVITY &
INTEROPERABILITY TO DRIVE
REVENUE, SATISFACTION AND
PATIENT SAFETY

UNPARALLELED LABORATORY
DEPTH AND BREADTH THAT
SUPPORTS MULTI-DISCIPLINARY
& COMPLEX LAB WORKFLOWS

ADVANCE YOUR ORGANIZATION
INTO THE FUTURE WITH
PRECISION MEDICINE
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Reduce write-offs and revenue leakage
from multiple order sources
Manage multi-lab networks and 		
accelerate time to value of acquisitions
Drive enterprise interoperability with
vendor agnostic approach

ONLY ONE

Integrated solutions for Clinical, Anatomic
Pathology and Molecular/Genetics
Reduce cost per test with efficient
workflow from order to result
Highly configurable to support your
specific instrumentation and workflows

info@sunquestinfo.com

•

Enable cohesive data sharing throughout
your enterprise for better collaboration
Reduce care variation and costs with
targeted testing
Deliver clinical insights to enhance
clinician and patient experience

+1 (800) 748-0692

•

SUPPORT THE QUADRUPLE
AIM WITH TARGETED DATA
ANALYTICS
•
		
•
		
•
		

Enable informed decisions that reduce
costs and care variation
Reduce patient risk & costs from 		
duplicate or unnecessary testing
Gain insights into actionable data for
focused lab operations and coordination

www.sunquestinfo.com

About Sunquest
Sunquest Information Systems Inc. provides diagnostic informatics solutions to laboratories worldwide. With our wide-ranging technical and cross-discipline expertise, and equally deep
business acumen, no one is better equipped than Sunquest to transform your lab to meet today’s complex healthcare challenges and deliver next-level performance. Since 1979, Sunquest
has helped laboratories and healthcare organizations enhance efficiency, improve patient care, and optimize financial results. Our capabilities include multi-site, multi-disciplinary
support for complex anatomic, molecular and genetic testing, and support engagement with physicians and patients outside the hospitals at the point-of-care. Headquartered in Tucson,
AZ with offices in Boston, Calabasas, London, Dubai, Bangalore and Brisbane, Sunquest is a global leader in healthcare information technology.
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